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PresentationQ1.
‘Thanks From Iso’ by Accor hotels New Zealand was a unique PR campaign created by a pivotal event – 
COVID-19 – and the emergence of managed isolation.  

In early 2020, New Zealand faced a challenge never before seen. COVID-19 was making its way across the 
globe, border closures were rampant, and overseas Kiwis (New Zealanders) were returning home en masse 
with fears mounting that they’d bring the virus with them.

Things weren’t looking good. But in New Zealand, something special happened. The hotel industry 
stepped up to the challenge, committing to accommodate every returning Kiwi and essential worker for 
the 14 days necessary to ensure returnees wouldn’t spread the virus in the community.

For Accor hotels, which overnight became New Zealand’s largest Managed Isolation (MI) Facility 
provider, this was uncharted territory. Despite their commitment to the cause, the eyes of the country 
were on them, and media scrutiny was not kind. While the public heard one story, MI guests saw another. 
They experienced major life events in solitude, missing weddings, funerals and first steps, and they saw 
workers going beyond the call of duty, all to keep our team of five million safe.

Accor Hotels wanted to share that inside perspective with the country to counteract the overwhelming 
negativity being directed at MI facilities. But the business also had a duty to protect the identities of those 
in its care. The question became, how do you share positive stories widely when you can’t actually name 
names, and need to appear laser-focused on containment efforts?

Thanks From Iso was a social responsibility initiative aimed at thanking people from one community to 
another for the work they had done in keeping NZ safe from COVID 19. The initiative engaged with the 
community to both counteract the steady flow of negativity directed at MI facilities (and Accor teams by 
association) and to memorialise the efforts of the Accor Hotels network through something tangible that 
encapsulates the contribution of staff and artefacts created by guests in MI. It was also created to 
generate significant positive sentiment towards the wider hotel industry for its contribution to the 
country’s COVID-19 containment efforts 

This initiative demonstrated leadership to effect positive change for teams and the communities in which 
they live. Accor NZ wanted to combat negative sentiment and show the other side of the story – toning 
down the judgement of people who watch from afar those who were helping others. For many of their 
teams this was their job, their livelihood, Accor’s role was to champion their cause and the role they were 
playing in keeping our communities safe from COVID 19.

At its heart Thanks From Iso was an exhibition of artistic creations and letters of gratitude from guests 
in Accor isolation hotels, along with original isolation-inspired works by internationally acclaimed New 
Zealand artist Ruby, famous for her poignant image of the Christchurch terrorist shootings, published in 
Time Magazine, and shared virally across the globe by the likes of the Gigi and Bella Hadid as well as, Kylie 
Jenner and Khloe Kardashian.
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During the 14 day exhibition Ruby produced a new work inspired by interviews with workers and guests, displayed 
in-gallery, and billboards outside managed isolation facilities.

The exhibition became a powerful platform to tell the inside story of staff and guests’ Managed Isolation experience 
to the New Zealand public through earned, owned and paid media.

Thanks From Iso campaign ran for 14 days the length of time of a managed isolation stay from Tuesday 24th 
November - 7th December 2020. The exhibition has since travelled nationwide in 2021 including a period at the 
Beehive (NZ Parliament, Wellington) in March 2021. The exhibition has touched the hearts and minds of kiwis 
with a potential reach: entire team of 5 million 

 - 2,203,339+ PR reach

 - 1,074,000+ digital billboard impressions

 - 2,022,000+ social impressions

 - 7,000+ gallery visitors across 14 days



ConceptionQ2.
In addressing the challenge laid out at the outset, and to better understand the Managed Isolation ex-
perience, Accor Hotels working group, + the agency waded through a mountain of material produced 
by staff and guests in MIQ; letters, art pieces, poetry, drawings, recorded haka, waiata (song), and more.  
From these pieces, and our conversations with staff, we gained a clear sense of how guests and staff were 
feeling. We started referring to them internally as ‘gratitudes’ because that was undeniably the prevailing 
sentiment. Gratitude to be in this country, to be safe, to be cared for, and to know that you were doing your 
small part in something bigger.

In combing through this avalanche of material, we got the sense of the magnitude of the MI journey 
Aotearoa had embarked on. It gave us the sense that we were curating history, we were now kaitiaki of 
artefacts that will one day feature in museums. That led us to one of our key insights that became central 
to the campaign:  It’s easy to forget you’re making history when you’re living in it.

The campaign was led by the internal Accor NZ Marketing team, with campaign partners Mango Commu-
nications. It was an initiative driven by Accor NZ head office, and the Accor NZ managed isolation hotels.

V I D E O

Above:  Ruby in the gallery with her 14-days of art.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xjfhgj9ky71xxj4/Accor%20Case%20Study%20v12%20%281%29%202%20%281%29.mp4?dl=0


CommunicationsQ3.
To achieve our bold ambitions, the campaign had multiple elements:

Show
Exhibition and Artist Residency
• Letters, sculptures and artworks from Managed Isolation guests were curated for an exhibition in a public     
   gallery space (and displayed with permission, identifying information obscured)
• To achieve additional media attention, we partnered with internationally acclaimed Kiwi artist Ruby 
  Jones, famous for her moving image of the Christchurch terrorist shootings, to complete an artist 
  residency at the gallery across a 14-day period – Ruby’s art work was published in Time magazine.
• Each day of the residency Ruby remotely interviewed one guest and one frontline Accor worker, using 
  those conversations to produce a unique artwork and accompanying story, for display in-gallery
• Ruby did this live from her desk in the gallery space, interacting freely with visitors to the exhibit
• Each daily piece provided opportunity to generate fresh media/social coverage

Tell
Media Relations
• We wanted a hero piece of media coverage to launch the campaign with impact, and encourage Kiwis 
    to visit the exhibition.  We negotiated an exclusive cover story with Weekend Herald’s Canvas magazine – 
    Auckland’s biggest weekend newspaper.
• Exhibition opening day was broadcast by a live on-site TV breakfast show interview with Ruby 
• Following these hero pieces, was a wide range of national coverage in Stuff.co.nz, Viva.co.nz, One News, 
   Fashion Quarterly and more, all designed to both tell the story and encourage people to see the 
   exhibition

Out of home
• To achieve further awareness and extend the reach of the campaign beyond news media, we identified 
   that some Accor isolation hotels had digital billboards nearby
• We approached billboard owner, and negotiated to display each day’s unique creation on two high 
   impact digital billboards free of charge, as well as a third site at half price, allowing us to reach a 
   cumulative audience exceeding 1 million for less than $10k across 2 weeks

Social media
• Teaser content about the forthcoming residency was posted on both Ruby’s social channels and 
   Accor-owned social to stimulate interest in the exhibition
• Each day of the residency, Ruby shared her day’s creation through her IG stories. IG stories re-shared
   through Accor-owned social
• Ruby also produced carousel content, capturing all artworks produced at residency, for her social 
  channels
• Content shared with stakeholders e.g. MBIE (Ministry of Business + Innovation) who re-shared on their 
   social channels

Celebrate
Gallery Event
• Rather than a launch event on exhibition opening day, we held it on the 10th day, so most of Ruby’s works 
   could be viewed
• We hosted 100 key stakeholders, including MI hotel managers and Accor staff, plus media and influencers
• Addresses were given by two top Accor NZ directors, Head of MIQ Air Commodore Webb and the artist 
  Ruby Jones
• We secured a remote video address from the Director General of Health Dr Ashley Bloomfield, who 
   thanked MIQ staff for their work



Internal/stakeholder relations
• This project was inspired by the incredible Accor staff manning MIQ, and viewed by the company’s local 
   managers as a way to thank their people’s efforts very publicly
• We ensured they had a voice, with Accor staff interviewed by Ruby, and their stories informing her artistic 
   creations
• Accor purchased more than 1,000 copies of the Canvas issue, ensuring every staff member received one, 
and every MI guest had a copy in their room. It became a real point of pride for the business
• Across the residency, Accor staff and stakeholders were provided special opportunities to experience the 
   exhibit and meet Ruby
• It was critical to keep key government partners informed throughout. All campaign materials were 
  provided for use through their own channels.

Legacy
• The artworks and guest creations were captured in a tabletop book on display in all Accor Hotels (in NZ)
• The ‘Thanks From Iso’ exhibition is set to be displayed at the Beehive next month. Both Te Papa and 
   Auckland War Memorial Museum have expressed interest in housing guest artefacts permanently
 
Icing on the Cake
New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern’s Visit
• Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern was invited to a private exhibition viewing meeting with Ruby, Accor staff 
   and key stakeholders 
• Visibly moved, the Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern shared it on her Instagram and Facebook pages 
   immediately following the viewing and again the day after
• While her visit was not publicised, its presence on her social pages was significant endorsement

Above:  Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern’s instagram post.  Above right:  PM’s exhibition visit.  



EvaluationQ4.
This campaign achieved results on multiple levels. While KPIs were primarily coverage related, our objectives were 
broader and, in many cases, unquantifiable.  However, for Accor, much of the success was in how its staff felt seeing 
the attention ‘Thanks from Iso’ received.

Business Objectives & Results

• Counteract the steady flow of negativity through an initiative that captures positive attention

 • ‘Thanks from Iso’ presented a positive counter-narrative to prevailing coverage and sentiment

• Memorialise the efforts of Accor 

 • Lasting keepsake
 - Ruby’s 14 artworks serve as a permanent testament to this chapter in our history, Accor Hotels has 
   ongoing usage rights. 
 - Artworks and guest creations have been captured in a tabletop book on display in all NZ Accor hotels 

 • A long term solution for the archiving and display of material
 - ‘Thanks From Iso’ exhibition is set to be displayed at the Beehive next month, a huge coup for the project
 - Both Te Papa and Auckland War Memorial Museum have expressed interest in housing guest artefacts 
    permanently
 - Exhibition is travelling around New Zealand in 2021, being shared with the public by regional councils and 
    industry leaders.

Communications Objectives & Results:

• Generate significant positive sentiment towards Accor NZ and the wider hotel industry 

• Successfully promote the project/initiative through earned media to generate positive brand awareness. 

 • Coverage sentiment: 90% positive 
 - Thanks From Iso campaign coverage was 100% positive

 • Spokesperson quote inclusion: 75%
 -100% of coverage included commentary from Accor and/or Ruby Jones

 • Total unique stories generated: 10+
 -21 unique pieces of coverage across campaign (including 11 mainstream)
 - Canvas front cover and double page feature 
 - 5 broadcast pieces including TV Breakfast show - The AM Show live on opening day

 • Reach: entire team of 5 million 
 - 2,203,339+ PR reach
 - 1,074,000+ digital billboard impressions
 - 2,022,000+ social impressions
 - 7,000+ gallery visitors across 14 days
 - Total reach exceeding the team of 5 million

 • Accor Hotels mention: 100%
 - 100% of ‘Thanks from Iso’ coverage clearly linked the project to Accor 



Cover and inside story in Canvas Magazine, NZ Herald. 

Thanks from Iso at Parliament.  Images courtesy of Parliamentary Services.  

 • Recognise and celebrate Accor employees and MI guests:

 • Inclusion of managed isolation stories - 70% 
 - All coverage specifically referenced the stories of those staying/working in Managed Isolation
 • Equal weighting of staff to guest content 
 - Each day Ruby interviewed one worker and one guest
 - Resulting artworks and wider project content were a comprehensive reflection of a wide range of stories 

• Highlight the importance of asset preservation 

 • Campaign messaging
 -All campaign spokespersons were briefed to reflect on the historic nature of this managed isolation effort 
 through all media opportunities
 - All resulting coverage provided this context
 - The Prime Minister shared our exhibit overview (essentially our campaign manifesto) to combined social 
 audience of over 2 million



Given the sensitivities Accor NZ was dealing with – multiple government departments, a high 
level of public scrutiny, guest privacy concerns, and frequent negative headlines regarding 
Managed Isolation Quarantine (MIQ) – the impact of this social responsibility initiative was 
impressive. 

We should win this award as overnight our hotels and teams entered into uncharted territory, 
stepping up to the challenge and committing to the cause to help protect New Zealander 
and their communities. For Accor to put its head above the parapet with a positive initiative 
in the midst of the maelstrom of negativity it was exposed to, was both ambitious and brave.

It’s hard to overstate the crushing pressure and scrutiny the team at all levels of the hotel 
company’s business were operating under, especially in those first six months. The team 
knew that what they were doing was vital to our collective efforts to keep COVID-19 at bay, 
but to say that it was a thankless task is vast understatement.

Creating something tangible for both the public and Accor staff and stakeholders to connect 
with that captured simply and emotionally the stories and feelings behind this unparalleled 
collective effort proved to be incredibly powerful.

Why we believe our project deserves to win.



Above:  Team members take pride in their work and finding ways to celebrate guest’s milestones including birthdays, 
anniversaries as well as celebrating other border workers including nurses and military. 



Day 6 by Ruby Jones - November 2020
I spoke to a hotel worker last week who told me she started wear-

ing her pounamu every time they got a new bus load of guests 

because a few had told her how calm it made them feel to see 

it. It was a small symbol that simply meant they were home and 

safe.

Day 14 by Ruby Jones - December 2020
While conducting one of my final interviews for this project I asked 

one returnee about a particularly special or memorable part of her 

two-week stay. She said it when a friend came to pick her up on the 

final day. They hugged and cried together but her friend couldn’t 

stop crying - she’d become so overwhelmed watching all of the 

other friends and families reuniting outside. She said they sat in the 

car together and cried some more, watching everyone and simply 

taking in that precious moment.

Sample of Ruby’s Artwork



Sample of The Letters of Gratitude





Supporting Documentation Links

Thanks from Iso Exhibition Media Sources:
THE AM SHOW

Stuff.co.nz

NZ Herald - Canvas Magazine 

Social Media Links:
Hotel Instagram 

Ruby Jones’ Instagram 

Jacinda Ardern’s Instagram

Supporting Evidence:
Gallery Set-Up & Event Images
Images of Prime Minister’s Visit

V I D E O

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/shows/2020/11/the-artist-turning-managed-isolation-stays-into-art.html
https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/destinations/nz/auckland/123563809/covid19-thanks-from-iso-exhibition-turns-miq-residents-thank-yous-into-art
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/artist-ruby-jones-isolation-project-inspired-by-covid-19-hotel-guests/DNDUM3LIXYC4D5EXRM5IOPWSFE/
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18057130588261312/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CIegn-SJim6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CIXGcC2gCUQ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/szikpa2bqquqfp6/AABb8vl96RgwQKmZVAARdCK2a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9e8nv9br1zamnla/AAAK_nAXOkydi1VG8QLGMYJ5a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2btbwwaj3i8igue/AACOM23aWDWD1MFIqyEgT9wma?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/93om0zje8qettng/ashley-bloomfield-30nov2020-mercure-mif.mp4?dl=0


Dedicated to hotel teams, AvSec, Police, NZDF, MoH, MBIE, Nurses and 

Immigration.  Thank you for your hard work, kindness and courage.

Tēnā rawa atu koutou katoa mōu i  whakapau kaha, i manaaki hoki i ngā 

tāngata o Aotearoa e hoki mai ana ki te kāinga.


